
 
The Beloved Goddess of Purity 

 
Cherish Purity as the Fiery Core  

of an Identity Yet Unborn 

 I AM the purity of life within you. I AM the white-
fire core of being. I enter the gates of the Presence of the 
living flame, pillars of fire. Alpha and Omega is his 
name. I enter into the white-fire core of man and woman.  

I AM the flaming Presence of purity. I AM your own 
self-awareness of purity. Oh, have you lost that 
awareness? No, not at all. The soul is in the presence of 
wholeness. For I AM come as a flaming mother of light 
to remind you of a lost estate that can be found—is found 
even now—as the crystallization of purity flowing from 
the fiery core of the Central Sun that is in you now as the 
fulfillment of that vow of one-ness, of wholeness.  

Come forth, cloven tongues of fire. Come forth. And 
now, by the wholeness of the light which I AM, which 
you are, I call forth the light and I cause the merging of 
the cycles of twin flames so that you might experience… 
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  - Timeless lectures by Elizabeth Clare Prophet on the 
true nature of capitalism, communism, the fallacies of 
socialistic thinking and the spiritual antidotes. 

   - Selected ascended master dictations that shed light on 
the best forms of government for our age. 

   - Workshops on how to dissect seemingly sound 
arguments for different forms of human government, and 
how to convey the fundamental truths of a higher way to 
those who are caught in the web of one-sided ideologies. 

   - A novena to Surya, Hierarch of the God-star Sirius, to 
strengthen the flame of God-government on earth! 
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Cherish Purity as the Fiery Core  
of an Identity Yet Unborn 

I AM the purity of life within you.  I AM the white-fire 
core of being.  I enter the gates of the Presence of the living 
flame, pillars of fire.  Alpha and Omega is his name.  I enter 
into the white-fire core of man and woman.

I AM the flaming Presence of purity.  I AM your own self-
awareness of purity.  Oh, have you lost that awareness? No, 
not at all.  The soul is in the presence of wholeness.  For I AM 
come as a flaming mother of light to remind you of a lost 
estate that can be found—is found even now—as the crystal-
lization of purity flowing from the fiery core of the Central 
Sun that is in you now as the fulfillment of that vow of one-
ness, of wholeness.

Come forth, cloven tongues of fire.  Come forth.  And 
now, by the wholeness of the light which I AM, which you are, 
I call forth the light and I cause the merging of the cycles of 
twin flames so that you might experience within your heart 
now, for a moment, the merging of the threefold flames of 
twin flames.  Wherever your twin flame is at this moment in 
the planes of Mater and Spirit,  the threefold flame of that 
one converges now with your heart flame.
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Some of you experience the presence of your twin flame 
as an ascended master or a cosmic being, and some of you 
experience the presence of a soul evolving on Terra, yet to 
find his or her home of light.  But all now know, in the fiery 
wholeness of the great Three-in-One, the oneness that will 
be evermore and for eternity the merging of these twin 
flames.  These twin threefold flames are the power of the 
three-times-three, which you will have when you find the 
union of light.  I ask you to call for the intervention of 
ascended twin flames so that mankind might find the whole-
ness that begets purity.

Angels of purity gather for a sacred ritual that we would 
perform among you.  On behalf of all who give assent now to 
our presence in this forcefield, we come close.  Angels of 
purity come now from that focus, that ancient retreat over 
the isle of Madagascar,1 where there is a special focus of light,  
an action of light and purity.  And from the altar of that 
retreat the angels of purity bring energies of sacred fire in 
order to create within your aura a garland of lilies, of Mother 
flame.  They weave a garland of light—sacred energies of 
Alpha and Omega for the adornment of the chakras with 
light, with fire, with wholeness, with protection.

I come to resurrect the Mother flame in you and from 
the temples of Mu. I come forth to call into action the femi-
nine aspect of being. Let the fountain of purity rise, now, from 
the mother chakra as angels of purity weave the garland—
step by step, chakra by chakra—making of these centers fiery 
suns and adorning these centers with the lilies of the field, 
white lilies trumpeting the ascension, the resurrection of our 
Lord.  And the Lord of Life is in you as Reality.

Now to all who accept within their heart the coming of 
the angels, there is a sign, precious ones, of beings of light,  
and they are weaving a caduceus action that is formed of the 
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vine and of the lilies.  They entwine the sacred altar of the 
spine with the energies of life, of the green verdure of cosmic 
abundance, of the science of Mother flow and of the purity 
of the interaction of the Law.  And so they entwine and circle 
round about each blazing sun center within you for the ful-
fillment of the promise, making you white as wool.2 Purifica-
tion does come, then, to fulfill the law of alchemy and to 
prepare the body of God on earth to become the body of the 
Christed One.

Garments of living flame, white robes of attainment of 
your own Christ Self,  are placed upon you now so that you 
might remember your inner vow to the Lords of Flame from 
Venus, to the Lords of Karma, and to your own I AM Presence 
and your twin flame. And that inner vow is to serve in love 
and to love all mankind free.

Where is love? Is it the bluebird of our happiness that has 
flown out the window? Where is love? Love is the fulfilling of 
the law of the I AM. Where the I AM law is proclaimed, 
therefore, let love be the action of fire for transmutation, 
propelling all mankind higher and higher into the awareness 
of oneness.

Let the body of God upon earth come into the union of 
the Sun,* and let mankind receive the rising light of the sun 
of even pressure, even as the pressure of Mother flow from 
the fount of the base chakra releases the white light that is 
converging in the crown—converging for the release of the 
wisdom of Alpha.

[The Goddess of Purity chants:]

OMEGA.
I stand in this place in time and space, an electrode for 

Omega, Mother flame of a cosmos.
I AM Purity, reflecting purity as a sun. I AM the mirror of 

God as purity.  Wherever I AM, wherever I go, let purity flow!
*or “Son”

I come as the defender of purity,  and my legions of 
purity, in this hour of overcoming victory, march with the 
legions of Archangel Michael.  Legions of purity from the 
Central Sun, mighty seraphim, come forth.  For mankind 
have invoked purity and ascension’s fires.

I also come to tell you that there are other bands of 
angels and legions—yes, legions of cosmic beings who do not 
approach Terra.  For they have not been called; their flames 
have not been invoked.  The aspirations of mankind have not 
reached the Great Central Sun messengers of purity with 
sufficient force to clear an arc of light, a pathway of sacred 
fire for that energy, that being and consciousness to flow.

As we bring, then, garlands of lilies for the adornment of 
the place where the Christ is laid, we also come with a plea 
that you will play your role in the resurrection of the Christ 
in all mankind and that you will give forth with adoration a 
novena to purity, to Ma-ray, the Mother ray, to the feminine 
cycles of the Infinite One.

I ask that you invoke purity daily.  I ask that you light a 
white candle to purity and that you give my name as the 
action of purity—the power of the Ur of the Chaldees3 that 
is the cross of white fire manifest within you.

[The Goddess of Purity chants:]

UR.
So the light of the ancient city of Ur, as that focus of a 

previous golden age, is now released from my own causal body 
as I ensoul the Mother flame for that golden-age civilization 
that existed prior to its decline.  So the light of Ur comes 
forth as a coil of light to encircle all who would be pillars of 
fire and electrodes for the Great Central Sun Magnet.

This is an age of opportunity for purity! This is an age 
when hosts of purity will come forth and return to mankind, 
compelling the cycles of the ages into a rising spiral of 
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victory and purity such as the earth has never known! This is 
the promise of purity! It can be fulfilled by your invocations!

And so the Great Central Sun messengers have seen how, 
when you will and when you love freedom, you give forth the 
calls of Saint Germain and of the Great Divine Director.  So 
we have come forth to demand our portion also, for we are 
also living flames.  We call for that equal time (which Saint 
Germain has called forth)4 for the teachings of the ascended 
masters to be spread abroad in the world.

So we call for equal time among the students, that you 
give the invocations of purity and that you feel the flow of 
the fire of purity in your hearts! Feel it now, precious ones,  
as I merge my heart fires with your own! Feel it now, what it 
means to be pressed in the heart fires of God’s own purity!

By your acceptance and by your free will there is released 
into your heart the burning action of sacred fire that will 
unlock a certain creative potential that only purity can 
release.  This is the meaning of the fiery core of being! This 
is the meaning of purity!

You have been separated from the fiery core of your own 
identity by the acceptance of the rebellion of the fallen ones,  
who have turned against the light of purity.  I say now, let 
there be a return to the fiery core of being! Let there be a 
love of Alpha and Omega and of the Holy Spirit! Let the 
students of light cherish purity as the fiery core of an identity 
yet unborn.  And by this I infer that many among you have 
not given birth to your creative potential in this age, and the 
reason is for want of the release of the sacred fire, for want 
of application.  You have not come into the core of your life 
but have remained on the periphery.

Come into the water.  Come all the way! Fear not the flow 
of crystal fire, Mother flow, of the white-fire core of Alpha-
to-Omega.  Fear not, I say.  Come and take the hand of Christ.  

Walk upon the water and take dominion of the sacred-fire 
flow and see how God will work through you a work of the 
ages, a work of the Christ,  as Above so below, for the salvation  
—the self-elevation of a race yet to be born in sacred-fire love.

I AM the action of purity within you.  I AM the joy of 
purity, and purity is the only joy.  So I AM. So I AM the joy 
of purity, the only joy that you can keep.  All lesser joys or 
happiness or pleasure is transient.  This may come from the 
tasting of purity and of sacred fire.  But to keep that purity 
and to keep that fire you must be sealed by the sealing action 
of Alpha and Omega and the sphere of wholeness of your 
I AM Presence.

I stretch forth my hand, and a sealing action of purity is 
upon you so that you might keep the sacred energies of life 
and know the true joy of overcoming by the flame within.

Let your path be a path to the center.  Let no man take 
thy crown of purity or interfere with that path to the center 
of God-free being.  Let no man take you from the action of 
the sacred fire within.  Proceed, then, on the path of initia-
tion and know that the goal, the very center of life, is the 
means whereby you shall be made whole.

This, then, is the goal and the promise of every invoca-
tion, every decree, every sacred writing, every dictation.  All 
energies of a cosmos unite as the fire infolding itself where 
I AM within you.  And as you follow that fire infolding within, 
you come to the center of being and the altar of life.  This is 
the place where life is lived triumphantly! So come into the 
center!

Those who have washed their hands in purity, those who 
have been washed by the flame of mercy and forgiveness, all 
who are pure in heart and whose motives have been purified 
by the sacred fire, so enter now.  The action of the angels is 
completed, and each one who has physically made the trip 
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to this forcefield will retain the garlanding of light substance 
around the pole of being as the blossoming of Aaron’s rod.5

So let the rod of being be the release of fragrance pure, 
of lilies in the resurrection flame. So keep unto you always 
this souvenir of my coming.  Keep it also as a promise to all 
mankind.  For the souls of mankind who see you on the way 
of life will know that you have touched, somehow, infinity’s 
glow.  They will know that the Goddess of Purity has walked 
through you, in you, and among you, and has left a trace, a 
fragrance, a lily,  a golden center and a white-fire core.  This is 
the action of the Mother.  This is the action of the leavening 
of the consciousness of mankind.

So you are the leaven which the woman took and hid in 
three measures of meal.6 So you are the leaven of light and 
purity in the mental, emotional, and physical bodies of man-
kind.  So let light flow as fire across the etheric cycles.

I have come as a messenger of God to prepare the way of 
the Christ consciousness.  I AM the Goddess of Purity! I AM 
a messenger of purity and of the Mother flame!

So I proclaim now the coming of the law of love and of 
the light of Mother within you.  And as you bring to fruition 
this energy spiral that we have released by the grace of the 
Father-Mother God, you will be those electrodes of fiery,  
flaming yod.

“The Summit Lighthouse Sheds Its Radiance o’er All the World to Manifest as Pearls of Wisdom.”
This previously unpublished dictation by the Goddess of Purity was 
delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood Elizabeth 
Clare Prophet on Thursday, March 27, 1975, during the Class of 
the Resurrection Flame, held at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, 
California. (1) The Retreat of the Goddess of Purity is on the island of 
Madagascar, an island that has survived numerous cataclysms and has 
remained above water for hundreds of thousands of years. Her retreat 
has a physical focus that is entered through the side of a mountain 
and an etheric retreat above it. Angels of purity carry light rays from 
the flame of purity to the four corners of the earth so that mankind and 
the elementals might one day inherit immortal life. For more informa-
tion about the Goddess of Purity and her retreat, see The Masters and 
Their Retreats (Summit University Press), pp. 294–95, 439–41; avail-
able at http://Store.SummitLighthouse.org. (2) Isa. 1:18; Dan. 7:9; Rev. 
1:14. (3) Ur of the Chaldees (Gen. 11:28, 31; 15:7) was an ancient city 
of light out of which God called Abraham to be the instrument of the 
incarnation of the seed of Sanat Kumara. (4) Equal time. In a Pearl 
of Wisdom dated November 14, 1971, vol. 14, no. 46, Saint Germain 
stated: “Thus, wherever the communication of evil is increased upon 
the planetary body, unless equal time is given to training in cosmic law 
and spiritual admonishment, goading man toward the recognition of 
perfection as a legitimate goal, he is bound to suffer from the epidemic 
of human folly that is sweeping the globe via the media.” In a dictation 
given on April 11, 1974, Archangel Michael said: “I demand that in this 
year, from this hour hence, the mass media be employed to proclaim 
the truth of Almighty God! . . .  The ascended masters are not about to 
take over the mass media, but they demand and they shall have equal 
time!” (Archangel Michael, Pearls of Wisdom, vol. 61, no. 18, May 8, 
2018) (5) Num. 17:1–8. (6) Matt. 13:33.




